**Graco FieldLazer line marking equipment**

Stripe like the Pros! Graco FieldLazer line markers are trusted by professional and collegiate football organizations to deliver television quality, bright, straight, long-lasting lines while using less paint. The NEW 2012 Graco FieldLazer line marker product lineup provides organizations of any size to achieve professional performance in the size and budget they require. FieldLazer S100 and S200 walk-behind strippers are ideal for organizations with 10 fields or less. FieldLazer R300 complete ride-on striping system boasts a 10 mph speed and large capacity paint hopper to mark more fields in less time with less fatigue. FieldLazer G400 is the industry’s first stand-on self-propelled field marking machine. It has all of the advantages of riding with improved visibility, a larger paint hopper, and automatic gun triggering.

*Graco Inc.*

---

**Streamliner dry line marker**

The Streamliner is simply the best dryline marker in the business. With its variable flow control, Field Testing has proven the Streamliner is the best for the quality of the chalk line while using less chalk than its competition. A heavy-duty steel frame, pneumatic tires, rugged molded plastic hopper, flexible brush agitator, accurate string-line guides, and a one-button retractable handle for easy storage set the Streamliner apart. Available in 2-, 3-, and 4-wheel models with optional Double-Play aerosol paint attachment.

*Beacon Athletics*

---

**Temp-Stripe marking paint**

Temp-Stripe Athletic Field Marking Paint is the removable synthetic turf marking paint that applies like normal field paints. Our exclusive proprietary formula was designed and developed for temporary use on synthetic and natural turf fields in which numbers, logos and boundaries require immediate change over following an event. Removal is accomplished with light to moderate water pressure or with help from our Port-A-Scrub paint removal machine. No costly chemical solutions needed. Because the colors are organic in nature and biodegradable, Temp-Stripe is environmentally friendly, low VOC and completely safe on turf, uniforms and players. It has been proven effective for over 20 years by stadiums of MLB, MLS, NFL, and NCAA. It’s the original!

*Whitlam Paint Company*

---

**4600 SP by Newstripe, Inc.**

The 4600 SP, self-propelled airless paint machine with its four-wheel platform provides a new level of striping ease for athletic fields. Four pneumatic wheels and a dual ergonomic handle make it easier to produce straighter lines. The .44 gpm, 0-3000 psi airless pump provides great looking lines while using less paint than low pressure units. The simple friction drive speed is adjustable through the engine rpm. Cleanup is made quick and easy by simply exchanging the 5-gallon pail with a water pail. A simple, quick-release clamp removes the spray gun to paint stencils with the 25’ length hose. Powered by a 126cc Subaru OHC engine, the 4600 SP is covered by a 36-Month warranty.

*Newstripe Inc*

---

**Tru Mark Model E-100 field marker**

Now temporary field marking lines on multi-purpose fields with virtually no clean-up using the Tru Mark Model E-100 Field Marker and SwitchBack Double Play Liquid Chalk. The Model E-100 battery operated pump with 2 nozzle applicator ensures crisp and uniform application of Double Play, diluted 1 to 1, which performs just like traditional powder chalk with no material buildup. Don’t worry about ghosting and the manpower, equipment and cleaning agents to remove temporary lines. Great for custom logos and additional field marking requirements that must be easily removed. Aerosol Chalk also available from Tru Mark.

*Tru Mark Athletic Field Marker*

---

**PowrLiner 850**

The Titan PowrLiner 850 is a dependable airless line sticker with a price that can’t be beat. Whether it’s a municipal athletic field or parking lot this unit is built for precise and consistent line striping. The PowrLiner 850 is perfect as basic line sticker capable of higher spraying pressures for jobs grass, turf or pavement. It also has a Direct Link Pressure Control for adjusting pressure from 200-3000 psi. The Collapsible Cart allows the sprayer to store and transport easily; front wheel caster locks straight or free wheel motion for better control. The line sticker also comes with the exclusive TR2 spray tip which provides two fan patterns in one tip giving the option of speed and control with a twist of the tip.

*Titan Tools*

---

**Field markers for outdoor sports**

Straight, bright white line marking is a cinch with line markers from Future Pro. Mark your field with chalk or paint. There are easy to maneuver units for both materials. Don’t forget down and corner markers, Future Pro has those, too. Football, soccer, volleyball, baseball, lacrosse, softball – if it’s an outdoor sport on a field, Future Pro has the markers to make the game ready to play.

*Future Pro*
The Rok striper machine
The Rok combines benefits of the riding and pedestrian (push) striper to produce an extremely productive and versatile machine. The environmentally friendly electric e-Rok, is used in conjunction with the Kombi or BeamRider, allowing you the option to either ride and paint or demount the Kombi/BeamRider for traditional use. The Rok has a low center of gravity with rack and pinion steering, allowing precise control and making it easy to produce quality straight lines. No fuel, no maintenance and no noise.

FleetUS

Combo soccer goals
When competition or practice space is limited, Bison Combo Goals allow soccer, football and rugby teams to share one field. These multi-use goals provide an official 24' (w) x 8' (h) soccer goal, official 10' high football crossbar and 10' uprights that install at high school and college football widths or rugby width. Goals are constructed of weatherproof 4” square aluminum extrusions with large corner radii and include QwikTrack net attachment, Torque Tested backstays and a durable powder coated finish. Choose in-ground or portable goals. Portable goals utilize Bison’s exclusive No-Tip ballast drums that double as transport wheels.

Bison Inc.

New heavy-duty rubber drag mat
Earth & Turf Products, LLC, announces its heavy-duty rubber drag mat, great for breaking up debris after core aeration and leveling fields after topdressing. Mats measure 6 ft. x 6 feet and ¾ inch thick, of heavy-duty, recycled rubber. Durable, long-lasting hitch system sandwiches rubber between two heavy steel plates using 7/16 inch bolts. All mats are shipped rolled up and bound with two strong cable ties. Total weight of each mat is 133 pounds. (Pull chains are not included.)

Earth & Turf
2012 has been a story of success for the City of West Park, FL. They are recent recipients of the 2012 “Playful City USA” designation, and the lucky winner of a FieldLazer S100 field marking machine in the Graco FieldLazer “Walk the Line” Giveaway.

In 2005, the City of West Park was established as Broward County’s newest municipality. There are currently 14,156 residents. Like many communities in Florida, the City has been hit hard by the current economic challenges and has had subsequent reductions in the tax base. Despite these hard times, the City is committed to maintaining its course of positive progression.

Since the City’s inception in 2005, West Park has made significant investments in its parks to facilitate play and physical activity. The City has made substantial improvements to the park grounds with new playground equipment, a new scoreboard, and sports field upgrades. The City has a longer term plan to completely upgrade its 18.5 acre park to a state of the art facility. The City has recently taken on the football and cheerleading programs for the local elementary and middle schools in addition to the ongoing summer and after school programming already in place.

The “Playful City USA” designation is a nationwide program honoring cities and towns that make play for children a priority.

West Park has two main parks with two football fields, up to eight soccer fields, one baseball diamond, a volleyball court, and two playgrounds which are active year round. To help ensure a safe environment, the City has recently implemented a Smoke Free policy. This allows the local police to enforce any potential infractions and provide a positive, healthy place for play.

In May 2012 the City won the Graco FieldLazer S100 field marker and it couldn’t have come at a better time. West Park was renting a low pressure field marker and striping over the weekend to keep up. It cost over $100 to rent each time they striped a field. With the new field marker, they not only eliminate the rental fees, but now are saving over 50% in paint costs due to Graco’s high-pressure paint spray technology.